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Prospective memory: When reminders fail
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and
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A frequent assumption in the area of prospective memory is that a reminder to do an activity in the
future improves the likelihood of doing the activity. The results of four experiments indicated, however,
that the most general version of this assumption is incorrect. Subjects were either reminded of a
prospective memory task several times during a retention interval or not reminded of the prospective
memory task. The most effective reminders referred both to the prospective memory target events and
to the intended activity.Reminders that referred only to the target events did not improve prospective
memory (relative to a no-reminder control). Reminders that referred only to the intended activity did
improve prospective memory, but not to the level of reminders that referred both to the target events
and to the intended activity. Instructions to imagine oneself performing the prospective memory task
did not further improve prospective memory. Neither the delay between the prospective memory in
structions and the prospective memory cover task nor the delay between a reminder and a prospective
memory target event significantly influenced performance. The results, which are discussed in terms
of theoretical and practical implications, support a new theory of prospective memory and suggest sur
prising conditions under which reminders fail to benefit prospective memory.

When one thinks ofremembering, at least two senses of
the word come to mind. A person can remember infor
mation learned in the past, which is often referred to as
retrospective memory. Thus a person can remember the
contents of a book, what he or she did last night, or a list
ofwords learned in a memory experiment. A person can
also remember to do an activity in the future, which is gen
erally referred to as prospective memory. For instance, a
person can remember to give a friend a message, to keep
an appointment, or to press a key when a target word ap
pears in a memory experiment. Despite the prevalence of
both types ofmemories in everyday life, only retrospective
memory has been extensively studied, and we therefore
know comparatively little about prospective memory.

In recent research on prospective memory, the follow
ing paradigm has generally been used. Subjects are first
given instructions for what they think is the primary task
of the experiment. The prospective memory task is em
bedded within this "cover" activity. This is intended to
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simulate real-world prospective memory tasks in which
people are busily engaged in activities (e.g., working on
a manuscript) that they must remember to interrupt at an
appropriate point in order to do another intended activity
(e.g., give a colleague a message). After the instructions
for the cover task, subjects are then given the instructions
for the prospective memory task. This often involves ask
ing the subjects to do something (e.g., press a key) when
ever they see a particular word in the context of the cover
task (Einstein, Holland, McDaniel, & Guynn, 1992; Ein
stein & McDaniel, 1990; McDaniel & Einstein, 1993).Fol
lowing the instructions for the prospective memory task,
one or more intervening tasks are presented, to discour
age continuous maintenance of the prospective memory
instruction throughout the experiment. Finally, the cover
activity is presented, with no mention of the prospective
memory task, and subjects' success at remembering to per
form the prospective memory task is assessed.

Initial investigations of prospective memory with this
type of paradigm have focused on characteristics of the
prospective memory target events that indicate that it is
appropriate to perform the intended activity. For exam
ple, the familiarity, distinctiveness, and typicality of the
target words have been found to affect prospective mem
ory (Brandimonte & Passolunghi, 1994; Einstein & Me
Daniel, 1990; Mantyla, 1993, 1996; McDaniel & Einstein,
1993). Other investigations have focused on subject dif
ferences (primarily age differences) in prospective mem
ory (Einstein et aI., 1992; Einstein & McDaniel, 1990; Ein
stein, McDaniel, Richardson, Guynn, & Cunfer, 1995;
Goschke & Kuhl, 1993, 1996; Maylor, 1990; McDaniel,
Glisky, Rubin, Guynn, & Routhieaux, 1998).
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There has been much less focus on the effect of activ
ities or events occurring during the interval between the
prospective memory instructions and the opportunity for
performance of the prospective memory task (i.e., during
the delay or retention interval). One such factor that
would seem to affect prospective memory substantially
is the presence of reminders. Although she did not specif
ically mention reminders, Ellis (1996) proposed that rec
ollections, prompted either by oneselfor by another per
son, might affect prospective memory. According to Ellis,
a recollection refers to remembering a delayed intention
before the occurrence ofa retrieval context during a per
formance interval. In our terms, the delayed intention is
the intended activity, the retrieval context is the appear
ance ofa target event, and the performance interval is the
cover task activity.Thus Ellis's view on the function ofrec
ollections could be considered to apply to reminders as
well. According to her view, such recollections might
improve prospective memory by refreshing or strength
ening the prospective memory representation (e.g., by
increasing its activation level) or by reformulating or al
tering the prospective memory representation (e.g., by
increasing the specificity of the retrieval context).

Mantyla (1996) proposed that activities directed at plan
ning the prospective memory task might affect prospective
memory. According to his view, the planning ofactivities
might improve prospective memory by automatically in
creasing the activation level of the prospective memory
representation, or by creating a more complex or detailed
representation that could benefit prospective memory by
increasing the number ofpotential retrieval routes. In our
view, it seems that reminders might provide the oppor
tunity either for constructing a plan, or for reviewing or
updating an existing plan. This is consistent with Man
tyla's (1996) proposal that one's self-initiated activities
while one is doing another task (such as asking oneself
what one is supposed to remember) might increase the
activation level ofthe prospective memory representation.

Somewhat surprisingly, the effect of reminders on
prospective memory has been tested in few studies, and
those studies have produced mixed results. Accordingly,
the present study was conducted to determine whether,
and under what conditions, reminders benefit prospective
memory. We will first highlight the apparently contra
dictory evidence regarding reminders and prospective
memory. We will then present four experiments con
ducted to address this issue systematically and to provide
information about the pertinent theoretical views.

Some experiments have produced evidence consistent
with the idea that reminders or recollections benefit pros
pective memory (Ceci & Bronfenbrenner, 1985; Einstein
& McDaniel, 1990; Einstein et aI., 1995; Harris & Wil
kins, 1982; Kvavilashvili, 1987). Thinking about the pros
pective memory task during a retention interval, whether
by subjective measure (self-reports at the end of an
event-based task) or by objective measure (overtly mon
itoring a clock during a time-based task), 1 has often been
positively correlated with prospective memory. Although
the data demonstrate a positive correlation, the interpre-

tation is unclear. Increased thinking about the task might
lead to better prospective memory, or better prospective
memory might lead to increased thinking about the task,
or a third factor might be responsible for both. Meacham
and Leiman (1982) provided more direct evidence by ex
perimentally manipulating reminders. Providing subjects
with a colored tag for their key chains produced a mod
est increase in promptly returning postcards to the ex
perimenter (relative to not providing such a reminder), but
this effect was observed in only some conditions.

Two recent studies urge caution in assuming benefits
of reminders to prospective memory. Goschke and Kuhl
(1993, 1996) investigated prospective memory as a func
tion of whether their subjects were state oriented or ac
tion oriented. State-oriented individuals experience more
involuntary thought intrusions about future goals than do
action-oriented individuals. State-oriented individuals
are therefore thought to be more likely to maintain an ac
tive representation of a future task in mind, whether or
not they expect the future task to be prompted by external
cues. Action-oriented individuals are thought to main
tain an active representation ofa future task in mind only
when they do not expect to be prompted by external cues.
State-oriented and action-oriented subjects did not differ
in prospective memory, leading Goschke and Kuhl to
conclude that continuous activation ofan intention in ex
plicit memory is not necessary for its execution (when ex
ternal retrieval cues are available). Because there was no
difference in prospective memory between a condition
with presumably few or no self-reminders (action-oriented
subjects) and a condition with presumably many more self
reminders (state-oriented subjects), the results suggest that
reminders do not benefit prospective memory.

In line with this suggestion, Vortac, Edwards, and Man
ning (1995) found that providing cues continuously dur
ing a retention interval (to support rehearsal) did not
produce better prospective memory relative to a control
condition in which no cues were provided. To the extent
that the cues served as reminders, the results suggest that
providing reminders during a retention interval does not
benefit prospective memory. One potential limitation of
the Vortac et al. finding is that subjects might habituate
to a continuously present reminder. This is also a concern
if Goschke and Kuhl's (1993, 1996) state-oriented subjects
constantly reminded themselves oftheir task. Reminders
might be most effective ifthey are presented periodically
during a retention interval. In Experiments lA and 1B, we
tested this possibility in an attempt to demonstrate a ben
efit of reminders to prospective memory.

EXPERIMENTS lA-lB

The general methodology of these experiments (as
well as the subsequent experiments) was similar to that
used in most previous laboratory work on prospective
memory. Subjects were busily engaged in a cover task, and
the prospectivememory task was embedded in this cover
task. This procedure was adopted because real-world pro
spective memory tasks often require individuals to inter-



rupt ongoing activities in order to perform intended (pro
spectivememory) activities.In theseexperiments, the cover
task involved an implicit memory task (word fragment
completion in Experiment 1A and anagram solution in
Experiment 1B), and the prospective memory task in
volved circling a target word whenever it was produced on
the implicit memory task. During the course of the cover
task, subjects either received several reminders about the
prospective memory task or received no reminders.

Method
Design and Subjects. The design in both experiments was a

one-way between-subjects design, varying whether or not subjects
were given prospective memory reminders. Subjects were male
United States Air Force recruits in basic training at Lackland Air
Force Base in San Antonio, Texas, who participated as part ofa basic
training requirement. For each experiment, 32 subjects were tested
in one group, with 16 subjects receiving three prospective memory
reminders and 16 subjects receiving no reminders.

Materials. For the cover task (word fragment completion in Ex
periment IA and anagram solution in Experiment IB), 100 words
and their corresponding word fragments and anagrams were selected
from Appendix C ofRoediger, Weldon, Stadler, and Riegler (1992).
For half of the subjects in each experiment, anatomy, office, and
shadow were the prospective memory target events, and for halfof
the subjects, anybody,freckle, and bravado were the target events.
Twenty other words were selected for an intervening activity that
occurred between the prospective memory instructions and the
cover task.

Procedure. Some materials and tasks were presented on the com
puter and some were presented on paper. Each experimental session
lasted about I h.

The subjects began by learning the three prospective memory tar
get events. Halfofthe subjects studied anatomy, office, and shadow,
and half ofthe subjects studied anybody,freckle, and bravado. The
subjects studied the words for as long as they thought was necessary
for learning the words, and they were asked to circle the words if they
ever saw them later in the experiment. The subjects then completed
several intervening activities.

For the first intervening activity, the subjects were presented with
10 words and with the definitions and initial letters of 10 other
words, one at a time on the computer. The subjects were instructed
either to read the words, or to read the definitions and initial letters
and think of the appropriate words, respectively. The subjects were
also asked to rate the pleasantness ofeach word by typing in a U for
unpleasant, an N for neutral, or a P for pleasant. They had 10 sec to
read or to generate and then to rate each word. They read (or gen
erated) and rated aliI 0 words in a group before generating (or read
ing) and rating alii 0 words in the other group. Items and the order of
the tasks were counterbalanced across subjects. This read/generate
task was conducted in order to investigate issues that are not ofinter
est for this paper and thus for the purposes of this paper served
merely to occupy the subjects' time. For the second intervenin~ac
tivity, the subjects worked on math problems on paper for 5 rmn,

Following the two intervening activities in Experiment lA, the
subjects were given the word fragment completion task, in which the
prospective memory task was embedded..We chose. an activity that
we thought would be engaging for the subjects, and It was presented
to them as a word puzzle task. They were asked to write down words
(e.g., mascara) that completed the fragments (e.g., m-;-s_a_a). They
were presented with 100 word fragments, one at a time for 20 sec
each, on the computer. Seventy-seven fragments corresponded to
words that subjects had not encountered previously in the experi
ment, 10 were the words that had been read and 10 were the words
that had been generated during the first intervening activity, and 3
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were the prospective memory target events. The word fragments cor
responding to the prospective memory target events were either the
36th, 60th, and 88th word fragments (anatomy, office, shadow) or the
37th, 58th, and 89th word fragments (anybody,freckle, bravado).
These word fragments were chosen so that each subject would en
counter one target event word fragment in each third of the list, ex
cluding the first 10 word fragments, and so that the target event word
fragments for the two groups were the same average distance from a
reminder. The subjects were given four pages of numbered lines,
with 25 lines per page, for this task. After the 25th, 50th, and 75th
word fragments (i.e., at the end of each page), the subjects were in
structed to put that page into a folder and not look at it again, and to
press the space bar to continue with the experiment. After that in
struction, the subjects receiving reminders were given the instruc
tion to "Remember the three words that you studied at the beginning
ofthe experiment." The 3 words were not actually presented. Each re
minder appeared on the computer for 5 sec. The average delay between
a reminder and a target event was 3.5 min. The subjects receiving no
reminders were not given a 5-sec break. In Experiment IB, the pro
cedure above was repeated, except that instead of completing word
fragments, the subjects solved anagrams (e.g., casmraa) with the first
words that came to mind (e.g., mascara).

After the word fragment completion (or anagram solution) task,
the subjects were presented with the 10 definitions and first letters
of the words that they had generated in the earlier phase of the ex
periment, and they were asked to write down the words that they had
generated. Next, the subjects were presented with the 10 definitions
and first letters of the words that they had read in the earlier phase
ofthe experiment, and they were asked to write down the appropri
ate words. The subjects completed these tasks at their own pace.

Finally, the subjects were asked to recall the prospective memory
target events, by writing them down, and then to recognize the tar
get events in a list ofother words, by circling them. The distracters
for the recognition test were the 97 words that corresponded to the
97 other word fragments/anagrams in the implicit memory task.
The subjects completed these tasks at their own pace.

Results
The results of Experiments 1A and 1B appear in Ta

ble 1. Prospective memory (PM) is expressed as the pro
portion of completed (word fragment completi~n) or
solved (anagram solution) target events that were circled
(circled/completed or circled/solved). The other depen
dent measures are expressed as the proportion out ofthree

Table I
Dependent Measures for Experiment IA and Experiment 18

as a Function of Number of Reminders

No Reminders Three Reminders

Measure M SD M SD

Experiment 1A
PM targets completed .73 .33 .81 .24
PM targets circled .44 .43 .48 .40
Circled/completed (PM) .59 .49 .60 .45
PM targets recalled .77 .36 .85 .24
PM targets recognized .90 .23 .85 .24

Experiment 18

PM targets solved .67 .27 .63 .27
PM targets circled .48 .36 .40 .37
Circled/solved (PM) .66 .44 .57 .48
PM targets recalled .77 .32 .71 .32
PM targets recognized .83 .30 .73 .30

Note-M, mean proportion; PM, prospective memory.
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prospective memory target events. The subjects were
given credit for prospective remembering ifthey marked
a prospective memory target event in any way.? For this
and all subsequent experiments, we report prospective
memory collapsed over the three target events because the
specific words were confounded with their position in the
cover task. All analyses were significant at p < .05 unless
otherwise indicated.

Experiment lA. Subjects who received reminders
completed no more word fragments (for the target words)
than did those who did not receive reminders (F < 1). Sub
jects were as likely to circle the prospective memory tar
gets when they were not given reminders as when they
were given reminders, whether or not prospective mem
ory was conditionalized on completing the word fragments
(both Fs < 1). There were .03 prospective memory false
alarms (circling a word other than a prospective memory
target event during the cover task). There was no differ
ence in retrospective memory for the target events, mea
sured by either recall or recognition (both Fs < 1). There
were .09 recall intrusions (recalling a word other than a
prospective memory target event when asked to recall the
target words) and .13 recognition false alarms (circling
a word other than a prospective memory target event when
asked to recognize the target words; this number was high
because subjects were encouraged to guess).

Another way to look at the data is to do so in terms ofthe
proportion ofsubjects in the two groups who had zero, one,
two,or three correct prospective memory responses. For the
control group, these proportions were .38 (zero), .25 (one),
.06 (two), and .31 (three). For the reminder group, these
proportions were .31 (zero), .19 (one), .25 (two), and.25
(three). There appears to be no important difference be
tween the two groups in terms ofthe proportions, parallel
ing the results ofthe analysis of variance (ANOYA).

Experiment lB. Subjects who did not receive remind
ers solved approximately the same number of anagrams
(for the target words) as did those who received remind
ers (F < 1). Subjects were as likely to circle the prospec
tive memory targets when they were not given reminders
as when they were given reminders, whether or not pros
pective memory was conditionalized on solving the ana
grams (both Fs < I). There were .07 prospective memory
false alarms. There was no difference in retrospective
memory for the target events, measured by either recall
or recognition (both Fs < I). There were .09 recall intru
sions and .20 recognition false alarms (this number was
high because subjects were encouraged to guess) for the
prospective memory target events.

Ifwe look at the data in terms of the proportion ofsub
jects in the two groups who had zero, one, two, or three
correct prospective memory responses, these proportions
were .25 (zero), .25 (one), .31 (two), and .19 (three) for
the control group. For the reminder group, these propor
tions were .38 (zero), .19 (one), .31 (two), and.13 (three).
Again there appears to be no important difference be
tween the two groups in terms of the proportions, paral
leling the results of the ANOYA.

Discussion
These results were surprising, in that they consistently

indicated no benefit of reminders to prospective mem
ory, even when prospective memory was well below ceil
ing and could potentially have been improved by re
minders. This pattern is contrary both to the intuitively
plausible notion that a reminder to do an activity improves
the likelihood of doing the activity and to recent theo
retical speculation positing several mechanisms by which
a reminder might improve prospective memory (Einstein
& McDaniel, 1996; Ellis, 1996; Mantyla, 1996).

These results are not incompatible with all views, how
ever. Goschke and Kuhl (1993, 1996) have suggested that
prospective memories have stronger and longer lasting
levels of activation than do retrospective memories. It
might be that prospective memories exist at a high enough
level of activation that any activation stimulated by re
minders is redundant and therefore ineffective. A some
what different analysis (Einstein & McDaniel, 1996; Me
Daniel & Einstein, 1993), the associative link view, is that
encoding a prospective memory involves establishing an
associative link between the anticipated target event (that
indicates the appropriateness ofthe intended activity) and
the intended activity. Prospective remembering then oc
curs because the associative link is activated past some
threshold such that presentation of the target event auto
matically elicits the representation of the intended activ
ity. In this view, a reminder that focuses only on the target
event might not sufficiently activate the critical associ
ative link to improve prospective memory. We tested this
idea in Experiment 2.

EXPERIMENT 2

In this experiment, we manipulated the type of re
minder presented to subjects in order to explore the the
oretical ideas sketched above. As in our previous exper
iments, one type of reminder instructed the subjects to
think of the target events. A second type of reminder in
structed the subjects to think of both the target events
and the intended activity. A third type of reminder in
structed the subjects to think of both the target events
and the intended activity and to imagine themselves per
forming the prospective memory task in the context of
the word puzzle cover task. In addition, the delay be
tween a reminder and a target event was varied, with
short delays ofabout 1 min or long delays ofabout 6 min
(relative to the 3.5-min delay in Experiments lA and
IB). We thought it possible that the effect ofreminders, if
found, could be limited to short delays between a re
minder and a target event.

Three predictions can be made about the possible ef
fect of reminders on prospective memory. The associa
tive link view (Einstein & McDaniel, 1996) implies that
the type of reminder is important. The specific implica
tion is that an effective reminder must refer to both the tar
get events and the intended activity. Perhaps referring to
the target events is not sufficient to induce subjects to think
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Table 2
Dependent Measures for Experiment 2 as a Function of

Number ofReminders and Type of Reminder

Results
Table 2 presents the following dependent measures:

study time for the prospective memory target events, the
proportion (out of three) of prospective memory target
events that were circled (PM), the proportion (out of three)
ofprospective memory target events that were completed

Measure M SD M SD M SD M SD

Study time* (sec) 16 7 15 7 17 8 17 6
PMt .42 .41 .28 .43 .95 .16 .76 .35
PM targets completed .50 .22 .74 .25 .88 .22 .76 .25
PM targets recalled .86 .22 .84 .28 .94 .17 .90 .25
RM recall .30 .08 .32 .10 .33 .12 .34 .14
RM recognition .79 .22 .79 .15 .75 .20 .74 .17

Note-PM, prospective memory; RM, retrospective memory. *Time
spent studying the prospective memory target words during the initial
instructions. t Because target completions were provided to subjects,
the proportion is the number of prospective memory responses divided
by the total number of prospective memory trials (i.e., 3).

down the words for 2 min. Next, the subjects studied a different 30
word list, with items presented one at a time for 2 sec each. The
subjects were then asked to circle the words in a list of60 words, 30
of which had been studied and 30 of which had not, for 2 min.

For the cover task, the subjects were presented with 100 word
fragments, I at a time, on the computer. Ninety-seven fragments
corresponded to words that subjects had not encountered previously
in the experiment, and 3 were the prospective memory target events
(the 35th, 65th, and 95th word fragments). The words correspond
ing to those word fragments were chosen to be the prospective
memory target events so that the target events would be in the same
position for the subjects in both the short- and long-delay condi
tions and so that no target events would appear in the first 10 word
fragments in the task. The subjects were asked to write down the
first word that came to mind that completed each fragment. After
10 sec, the computer provided a completion for the word fragment,
and the subjects were instructed to copy the completion, regardless
ofwhether they had already completed the word fragment. The word
fragment and completion appeared on the computer together for
5 sec. The subjects were instructed not to go back and work on word
fragments encountered earlier. The subjects were given four pages
ofnumbered lines, with two columns of25 lines per page (one col
umn for completing the fragments and one column for copying the
completions) for this task.

Subjects receiving reminders received one reminder before each
ofthe three target events. The target words were not presented in the
reminders. The delay between a reminder and target event was var
ied, with some subjects having a short delay (4 word fragments, or
about I min) and some subjects having a long delay (24 word frag
ments, or about 6 min). Each reminder appeared on the computer
for 15 sec. This duration was longer than in the previous experi
ments in order for subjects receiving the more detailed reminders,
and especially the reminders with the imagery instruction, to have
time to follow the instructions. The control subjects, who received
no reminders, were not given a 15-sec break. At the end ofthe word
puzzle cover task, the subjects were asked to recall the three target
events that they had studied at the beginning of the experiment.

Target
Action
Context

Target
Action

Three Reminders

Target

No
Reminders

Control

Method
Design. The design was a 2 X 3 between-subjects factorial,

varying the delay between a prospective memory reminder and a
target event (I min, 6 min) and the type ofprospective memory re
minder (target, target + action, target +action + context). In addition,
a seventh group of subjects who were not given reminders was in
cluded as a control group. The target reminder was the instruction
to "Remember the three words that you studied at the beginning of
the experiment." The target + action reminder consisted ofthe target
reminder plus the instruction to "Remember what you have to do if
you ever see any ofthose three words." The target + action + context
reminder consisted of the target + action reminder plus the instruc
tion to "Imagine yourself actually doing that now in the word puzzle
task." The target words were not presented in the reminders. In the
short-delay condition, a reminder and target event word fragment were
separated by four word fragments, for a delay ofabout I min. In the
long-delay condition, a reminder and target event word fragment were
separated by 24 word fragments, for a delay of about 6 min.

Subjects. The subjects were 81 University of Arizona students
who participated as part of an introductory psychology course re
quirement. The subjects were tested I or 2 at a time in separate rooms.
There were either II or 12 subjects in each ofthe seven experimen
tal conditions.

Materials and Procedure. The prospective memory task was
embedded in a word fragment completion task. The materials were
those used in Experiment IA. Some materials and tasks were pre
sented on the computer and some were presented on paper. Each
experimental session lasted about 45 min.

The subjects began by studying three words (i.e., the prospective
memory target events; school, unicorn, celery) for as long as they
thought was necessary for learning the words. (The subjects in the
different groups did not differ in the time taken for learning the
words; see Table 2.) The subjects were asked to circle the words if
they ever saw them later in the word puzzle task.

The subjects were then given two tests of retrospective memory
in order to introduce a delay between the prospective memory in
structions and the opportunity to perform the prospective memory
task. First, the subjects studied a 3D-wordlist, with items presented
one at a time for 4 sec each. The subjects were then asked to write

of the intended activity and thereby activate the encoded
associative link between the target events and the intended
activity. If this view is correct, the reminders that refer to
both the target events and the intended activity should
improve prospective memory over that in a control condi
tion with no reminders. The reminders that refer to the tar
get events but not the intended activity should not improve
prospective memory (as in Experiments lA and IB).

A second view that predicts an effect ofreminders (e.g.,
Ellis, 1996; Mantyla, 1996) suggests that effective remind
ers might alter the prospective memory trace by making
the retrieval context more specific. Accordingly, perhaps
only reminders that cause subjects to think about the re
trieval context are effective. Ifthis view is correct, the re
minders that refer to the retrieval context (i.e., the word
puzzle cover task) should improve prospective memory
over that in a control condition with no reminders. The
reminders that do not refer to the retrieval context should
not improve prospective memory. A third view predicts
no effect of reminders, in that prospective memories
might exist at a high enough level of activation (cf.
Goschke & Kuhl, 1993, 1996) so that no reminders would
be effective.
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(on the word fragment completion cover task), the pro
portion (out ofthree) ofprospective memory target events
that were recalled (at the end of the experiment), and the
proportion (out of 30) of words recalled and recognized
on the retrospective memory (RM) tests during the delay
interval. All analyses significant at p < .05 unless other
wise indicated. For all dependent variables, the initial
analysis was a2 (delay ofreminder) X 3 (type ofreminder)
between-subjects ANOVA in which the control group was
excluded. These analyses did not reveal any main effects
ofdelay or any interactions involving delay (largest F =

2.07). Thus the no-reminder control group was included in
subsequent one-way ANOVAs ofthe effect of type ofre
minder collapsed across the variable ofdelay ofreminder.

Prospective memory. Subjects were given credit for
prospective memory responses when they marked the
prospective memory target events in any way.' Prospec
tive memory is expressed as a proportion out ofthree pros
pective memory target events (collapsed over completed
and uncompleted word fragments because a completion
was provided for each word fragment).

The one-way ANOVA indicated a significant effect of
the type ofreminder on prospective memory [F(3, 77) =
17.19, MSe = .12]. (There were .004 prospective mem
ory false alarms.) Pairwise comparisons indicated that in
comparison with the results for the control group, target
reminders did not improve prospective memory [F( 1,77)
= 1.31], but target + action reminders improved pros
pective memory [F(I,77) = 18.73]; and target + action +
context reminders improved prospective memory [F( 1,77)
= 8.04] but tended to produce worse prospective mem
ory than did target + action reminders [F(l,77) = 3.48]
(p < .07).

The proportion of subjects in the different conditions
who had zero, one, two, or three correct prospective mem
ory responses are as follows: (1) for the control condition,
.42 (zero), .08 (one), .33 (two), and .17 (three); (2) for the
target reminder condition, .70 (zero), .00 (one), .09 (two),
and .22 (three); (3) for the target + action reminder condi
tion, .00 (zero), .05 (one), .05 (two), and .91 (three); and
(4) for the target + action + context reminder condition,
.13 (zero), .04 (one), .25 (two), and .58 (three). The pro
portions appear consistent with the ANOVAs,in that most
subjects receiving either no reminders or target reminders
had none correct, whereas most subjects receiving either
type of target + action reminder had three correct.

Retrospective memory. The one-way ANOVA indi
cated a significant effect of the type ofreminder on com
pleting the word fragments with the prospective memory
target events [F(3,77) = 6.65, MSe = .06]. More target
event word fragments were completed by subjects receiv
ing reminders than by subjects in the control condition.
There were significant differences between the control
group and all three groups receiving reminders [F( 1,77) =
8.02 (target), F(l,77) = 19.82 (target + action), and
F( 1,77) = 9.91 (target +action +context)]. The difference
between target and target + action + context reminders
was not significant (F < 1), and the difference between

target + action and target + action + context reminders
was not significant [F(1 ,77) = 2.70,p < .11], but the dif
ference between target and target + action reminders was
marginally significant [F(l,77) = 3.90,p < .06].

The one-way ANOVA indicated no significant effect
of the type ofreminder on recall ofthe prospective mem
ory target events (F < 1). (There were .05 recall intru
sions.) Subjects in the different groups did not differ on
the two measures of retrospective memory that were
given during the interval between the prospective mem
ory instructions and the word fragment completion task
(both Fs < 1).

Discussion
The results are inconsistent with the view that a prospec

tive memory is sufficiently activated so that reminders
do not produce further activation and hence do not pro
duce benefits to prospective memory. The present ex
periment clearly demonstrated that some types of re
minders do produce benefits. It also reinforced the results
of Experiments 1A and 1B in that the instruction to re
member the target events per se did not improve prospec
tive memory. These data are consistent with the view
(Einstein & McDaniel, 1996; McDaniel, 1995) that what
is important to prospective memory is the activation of
an encoded associative link between the target events
and the intended activity, and that reminders that activate
the associative link should produce benefits to prospec
tive memory. The results are consistent with this view, in
that the instruction to remember the target events and the
intended activity did improve prospective memory,
whereas the instruction to remember just the target events
did not improve prospective memory.

It is unclear why prospective memory in the target +
action + context condition did not improve prospective
memory over that in the target + action condition. Perhaps
subjects did not try or were not able to imagine the re
trieval context. Alternatively, perhaps subjects imagined
the retrieval context at the expense of thinking about the
target events and the intended activity. A third possibility
is that subjects in all groups imagined the retrieval con
text, whether or not they had been instructed to do so. A
final possibility is that our particular context manipula
tion was simply not useful in improving prospective mem
ory. Regardless, because both target + action reminders
and target + action + context reminders produced better
prospective memory than did target reminders and the
control group, it appears that what is necessary for ef
fective prospective memory reminding is reinstatement
of the association between the prospective memory tar
get events and the intended activity. It is possible, how
ever, that the target + action reminders and the target +
action + context reminders were effective not because they
reinstated the association but because they reinstated
the intended activity. We addressed this possibility in
Experiment 3.

The failure to find an effect of the target reminders in
Experiments 1A, 1B, and 2 could also be explained by a



familiarity and search view ofprospective memory (Ein
stein & McDaniel, 1996; cf. Mandler, 1980). According
to this view, the familiarity of the target event prompts a
directed search for the significance ofthe target event. This
directed search could lead a person to recover the target
event's significance-namely, that it is the signal to per
form an intended activity. In this view, instantiation of
the target events as reminders should produce increments
in familiarity, such that when a target event actually occurs,
the perceived familiarity is sufficiently high to induce a
search for the target event's significance. It is possible
that in Experiments lA, IB, and 2, the target reminders
did not increment the familiarity of the prospective mem
ory target events. According to Mandler's (1980) theory
of recognition memory, familiarity is based on integra
tion ofan item's perceptual features. In Experiments lA,
IB, and 2, the target events were not actually presented
in the reminders, so there was little or no opportunity for
integration ofthe perceptual features of the target events.
The recognition data ofExperiments lA and IB support
this explanation, because subjects who did receive and
who did not receive reminders did not differ in their
recognition ofthe prospective memory target events. Ac
cording to this view, target reminders should be effective
only ifthey include presentation of the target events, thus
allowing integration of the perceptual features ofthe tar
get events. Alternatively, the view that emphasizes the im
portance ofthe associative link between the target events
and the intended activity (Einstein & McDaniel, 1996;
McDaniel, 1995) predicts that these reminders would not
improve prospective memory because the reminders do not
focus on the associative link. To test these predictions,
we included the target events in the target reminders in
Experiment 3.

Before we tum to Experiment 3, it is worth noting that
reminders produced different effects on word fragment
completion and on prospective memory in Experiment 2.
The instruction to remember the target events was suffi
cient to increase subjects' likelihood of completing the
word fragments with the target events, but it was not suf
ficient to increase subjects' likelihood of circling the
prospective memory target events. Therefore, indirect
retrospective memory processes might not be involved
in prospective remembering, contrary to preliminary cor
relational results suggesting otherwise (McDaniel &
Einstein, 1993; see also McDaniel, Robinson-Riegler, &
Einstein, 1998).

EXPERIMENT 3

To explore the ideas sketched above, we manipulated
the type ofreminder presented to subjects. As in the pre
vious experiments, target reminders instructed the sub
jects to think of the target events (and the target words
were presented). A combined target + action reminder
instructed the subjects to think of both the target events
and the intended activity (and both the target words and
the desired action [FI0]4 were presented). We also in-
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eluded a new type of reminder: Action reminders in
structed the subjects to think ofthe intended activity (and
the desired action [F I0] was presented). If the effect of
target + action reminders in Experiment 2 was due sim
ply to reminding subjects ofthe intended activity, the ac
tion reminders should be as effective as the target + action
reminders in Experiment 3.

Finally, because it remained possible that target remind
ers alone could be effective at longer retention intervals
(i.e., the interval between the prospective memory in
struction and the prospective memory target event), we
varied the delay between the prospective memory instruc
tion and the cover task (in which the prospective mem
ory task was embedded). Some conditions had a short
delay ofabout 4 min and other conditions had longer de
lays of about 20 min. The delay between a reminder and
a prospective memory target event was always 1 min (the
short-delay condition of Experiment 2).

Method
Design. The design was a 2 X 4 between-subjects factorial, vary

ing the delay between the prospective memory instructions and the
cover task (4 min, 20 min) and the type of prospective memory re
minder (no-reminder control, target, action, target + action). The
target reminder was the instruction to "Remember the three words
that you studied at the beginning ofthe experiment." The action re
minder was the instruction to "Remember the key that you have to
press later in the experiment." The target + action reminder was the
combined instruction to "Remember the three words that you stud
ied at the beginning of the experiment and remember the key that
you have to press later in the experiment if you ever see one of the
three words." The target words and/or the desired action (F I0) were
presented in the reminders. The subjects in two control groups
(short delay, long delay) did not receive reminders. In the short-delay
condition, the prospective memory instructions and the cover task
were separated by a recall test, for a delay ofabout 4 min. In the long
delay condition, the prospective memory instructions and the cover
task were separated by a recall test, a recognition test, and two ques
tionnaires, for a delay of about 20 min.

Subjects. The subjects were 66 University of New Mexico stu
dents tested individually and 32 Furman University students tested
in small groups of 4. The subjects participated as part of an intro
ductory psychology course requirement. There were either 12 or 13
subjects in each of the eight experimental conditions, with 4 Fur
man students and either 8 or 9 New Mexico students assigned to
each condition.

Materials and Procedure. The prospective memory task was
embedded in a word fragment completion task. The materials were
those used in Experiments IA and 2. Some materials and tasks were
presented on the computer, and some were presented on paper. Ex
perimental sessions lasted about 45 min in the short-delay conditions
and I h in the long-delay conditions.

The subjects began by studying three words (i.e., the prospective
memory target events; school, unicorn, celery) for as long as they
thought was necessary for learning the words. (The subjects in the
different groups did not differ in the time taken to learn the words;
see Table 3.) The subjects were asked to press the FlO key if they
ever saw the words as completions in the word puzzle task.

The subjects were then given either one (short-delay conditions)
or four (long-delay conditions) activities, to introduce a delay be
tween the prospective memory instructions and the opportunity to
perform the prospective memory task. First, all subjects studied a
30-word list, with items presented one at a time for 4 sec each. The
subjects were then asked to write down the words for 2 min. Next,
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the subjects in the long-delay conditions studied a different 30-word
list, with items presented one at a time for 2 sec each. The subjects
were then asked to circle the words in a list of60 words, 30 ofwhich
had been studied and 30 ofwhich had not, for 2 min. Next, the sub
jects in the long-delay conditions answered two questionnaires: the
90-item SCL-90R (Symptom checklist; Derogotis, 1977) and the
36-item Action Control Scale (Kuhl, 1994).

The cover task was identical to that in Experiment 2. Subjects re
ceiving reminders received one reminder before each of the three
target events. In contrast to Experiment 2, the target words and/or
the desired action were presented in the reminders. Specifically, the
target words were presented in the target reminders, FlO was pre
sented in the action reminders, and both the target words and FlO
were presented in the target + action reminders. The control subjects,
who received no reminders, were given a 15-sec break from the
cover task at the same time that the other subjects received remind
ers. During the breaks, the control subjects counted backwards by
threes from a three-digit number.

At the end ofthe word puzzle cover task, the subjects were asked
to recall the three words that they had studied at the beginning ofthe
experiment and to recall the key that they were supposed to press if
they ever saw one of the three words. The subjects were also asked
if they had followed the instructions when the reminders were pre
sented and remembered what the reminders had instructed them to
remember.

Results
Table 3 presents the following dependent measures:

study time for the prospective memory target events, the
proportion (out of three) of prospective memory target
events to which subjects pressed the FlO key (PM), the
proportion (out of three) of prospective memory target
events that were completed (on the word fragment com
pletion cover task), the proportion (out of three) ofpros
pective memory target events that were recalled (at the
end of the experiment), the proportion (out of one) of
times that the FlO response was recalled (at the end of
the experiment), and the proportion (out of30) of words
recalled (short-delay conditions) and recognized (short
and long-delay conditions) on the retrospective memory
(RM) tests during the delay interval. All analyses were
significant at p < .05 unless otherwise indicated.

Table 3
Dependent Measures for Experiment 3 as a Function of

Number of Reminders and Type of Reminder

Three Reminders

No Reminders Target
Control Target Action Action

Measure M SD M SD M SD M SD

Studytime* (sec) 15 8 14 8 12 7 12 4
PMt .31 .35 .36 A7 .56 .38 .82 .22
PM targets completed .58 .25 .89 .16 .67 .25 .82 .22
PM targets recalled .89 .19 1.00 0 .81 .31 .99 .07
PM action recalled .92 .28 .80 Al .96 .20 .96 .20
RMrecali .31 .13 .28 .10 .31 .12 .30 .10
RMrecognition .76 .17 .57 .18 .76 .23 .62 .22

Note-PM, prospectivememory; RM, retrospectivememory. *Time
spent studying the prospective memory target words during the initial
instructions. t Because target completions were provided to subjects,
the proportion is the number of prospectivememory responses divided
by the total number of prospective memory trials (i.e., 3).

Prospective memory. Prospective memory is ex
pressed as a proportion out ofthree prospective memory
target events (collapsed over completed and uncom
pleted word fragments). 5 The data were submitted to a
2 (length of delay) X 2 (target reminder present/absent)
X 2 (action reminder present/absent) between-subjects
ANOVA. (A target reminder was present in the target and
in the target + action conditions and was absent in the
control and in the action conditions, and an action re
minder was present in the action and in the target + ac
tion conditions and was absent in the control and in the
target conditions.)

This analysis did not reveal any main effects of delay
or any interactions involving delay (largest F = 1.43).
There were significant main effects of target reminder
presence and action reminder presence [F(l,90) = 4.25,
MSe = .14 and F(l,90) = 22.61, respectively], but the
interaction was not significant [F(l,90) = 1.91]. Planned
pairwise comparisons were conducted to test the theoret
ical predictions outlined earlier. These comparisons in
dicated that target reminders did not improve prospective
memory over the control condition (F < 1) but that action
reminders and target + action reminders significantly im
proved prospective memory [F(l,90) = 5.70 and F(l,90)
= 22.79, respectively]. Importantly, the target + action
reminders were significantly more effective than the ac
tion reminders [F(I,90) = 5.93].

The proportion of subjects in the different conditions
who had zero, one, two, or three correct prospective mem
ory responses are as follows: (1) for the control condition,
.54 (zero), .04 (one), .38 (two), and .04 (three); (2) for
the target reminder condition, .60 (zero), .04 (one), .04
(two), and .32 (three); (3) for the action reminder condi
tion, .20 (zero), .24 (one), .24 (two), and.32 (three); and
(4) for the target + action reminder condition, .00 (zero),
.08 (one),.38 (two), and .54 (three). The proportions ap
pear consistent with the ANOVAs, in that most subjects
receiving either no reminders or target reminders had none
correct, whereas most subjects receiving target + action
reminders had three correct. Interestingly, subjects receiv
ing action reminders were quite evenly distributed in terms
ofthe number ofcorrect prospective memory responses,
perhaps indicating a mixture of strategies in response to
the presentation of the reminders (e.g., some subjects
treating the action reminders like action-alone reminders,
and other subjects treating the action reminders like tar
get + action reminders).

Retrospective memory. Three-factor (2 X 2 X 2) be
tween-subjects ANOVAs paralleling those conducted for
prospective memory were computed for fragment com
pletion and recall ofthe prospective memory information,
There was a significant benefit of a target reminder on
completion of the word fragments with the target words
[F(l,90) = 26.75, MS e = .05]. There were no other sig
nificant effects. There was also a significant benefit of a
target reminder on recall of the prospective memory tar
get events [F(l,90) = 14.20, MS e = .03], and no other



significant effects. Finally, there was a marginally signif
icant benefit ofan action reminder on recall ofthe intended
activity (pressing the FlO key) [F(l,90) = 2.85, MSe =

.08,P < .10]. There were no other significant effects.
There was no significant effect of the reminders on

retrospective memory as measured by the recall test given
during the delay interval (largest F < 1). The subjects in
the long delay groups were also given a recognition test.
The groups did differ in retrospective memory as mea
sured by the recognition test, in that there was a signifi
cant effect of a target reminder [F(I,45) = 8.30, MSe =

.04]. This result was surprising, because the type of re
minder was a prospective memory manipulation, and os
tensibly subjects in the different reminder conditions
received identical treatments through the end of the rec
ognition test. Neither the main effect of an action re
minder nor the interaction was significant (both Fs < 1).

Discussion
These results replicate the results of Experiments 1A,

1B, and 2, in that the instruction to remember the target
events did not improve prospective memory, but the
combined instruction to remember the target events and
the intended activity did improve prospective memory.
The results are extended in that the instruction to re
member the intended activity did improve prospective
memory, but not to the level of the target + action re
minders. This result gives further weight to the conclu
sion that what appears necessary for the most effective
prospective memory reminding is reinstatement of the
association between the prospective memory target events
and the intended activity.

The results of the questionnaire are informative on this
point. Of the 25 subjects receiving the action reminders,
only 5 said that they followed the instruction and thought
of the intended activity but not the target words while the
reminder was present. Twenty said that they thought of
both the intended activity and the target words. Prospec
tive memory averaged .14 for the subjects who said that
they followed the instruction but .67 for the subjects who
said that they did not follow the instruction (and thought
ofboth the intended activity and the target words). These
results call into some question the benefit ofaction-only
reminders, because it appears that the action reminders
might have functioned like target + action reminders for
80% of the subjects.

The results also indicate an interesting dissociation
between several different measures of memory. Specifi
cally, the reminders produced different effects on recall
of the target events and completion ofthe word fragments
with the target events, on the one hand, and on recall of
the intended activity, on the other. The reminders pro
duced yet a different effect on prospective memory. Pre
senting reminders about the target events (target or tar
get + action) was sufficient to improve performance on
the tasks relying on memory for the target words: recall
ing the target words and completing the word fragments
with the target words. Similarly, presenting reminders
about the intended action (action or target + action) was
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sufficient to improve performance (at least marginally) on
the task relying on memory for the intended activity: re
calling the intended activity. In contrast to these results,
our planned pairwise comparisons indicated that the tar
get reminders alone did not improve prospective mem
ory. The action reminders alone did improve prospective
memory, but there is perhaps some doubt whether or not
some subjects spontaneously extended the action re
minders into target + action reminders. The more impor
tant point is that the target + action reminders improved
prospective memory beyond the level of the action re
minders alone. So it appears that what is necessary for
the most effective prospective memory reminding is a
reminder about both the target events and the intended
activity.

A possible alternative interpretation of the effects of
reminders on prospective memory is that the reminders
simply produced better retrospective memory for the tar
get events and/or for the intended activity. The dissocia
tions just discussed counter this interpretation. Specifi
cally, the differences in recall of the target events and the
intended activity do not parallel the differences in prospec
tive memory. For instance, subjects receiving target re
minders had better recall of the target events than did
subjects receiving action reminders (1.00 vs..81), yet their
prospective memory was worse (.36 vs..56). Similarly,
subjects receiving target + action reminders had better
prospective memory than did subjects receiving action
reminders (.82 vs..56), yet their recall of the intended
activity was the same (.96).

The results are also incompatible with the familiarity
and search view ofprospective memory (Einstein & Me
Daniel, 1996). We expected that presentation of the tar
get events would increment the integration of their per
ceptual features and thereby increase their familiarity.
Evidence that familiarity was incremented by the re
minders comes from the finding that subjects receiving
target reminders had better free recall and better word
fragment completion of the prospective memory target
events than did subjects not receiving reminders. Unfor
tunately, an error in data collection prevented us from col
lecting the measure of recognition of the prospective
memory target events that would be the most informative
on this issue. It appears, however, that increases in fa
miliarity (at least increases in familiarity produced and
measured by the present procedures) do not mediate
prospective memory, since prospective memory did not
differ for subjects receiving target reminders and sub
jects not receiving reminders.

The results are generally consistent, however, with a
view that suggests conditions under which reminders
might not benefit prospective memory. According to this
view (Einstein & McDaniel, 1996), which emphasizes
the activation ofan encoded associative link between the
target events and the intended activity, some, but not all,
reminders should benefit prospective memory. Specifi
cally, reminders that focus on the associative link between
the target events and the intended activity should improve
prospective memory, whereas reminders that do not en-
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courage processing ofthe associative link should not im
prove prospective memory.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

The results of four experiments investigating the ef
fect of reminders on prospective memory demonstrate
that reminders that referred only to the target events did
not improve prospective memory over that in a control
condition with no reminders (Experiments 1A, 1B, 2,
and 3). Reminders that referred only to the intended ac
tion did improve prospective memory over that in a con
trol condition (Experiment 3). Reminders that referred
to both the target events and the intended activity also
did improve prospective memory over that in a control
condition, as welJ as over that in target-only and action
only reminder conditions (Experiments 2 and 3). The ad
ditional instruction for subjects to imagine themselves
performing the prospective memory task in the context
of the word puzzle cover task did not further benefit
prospective memory (Experiment 2). Twoother variables
also failed to produce an effect on prospective memory:
the delay between a reminder and a target event (1 min vs.
6 min; Experiment 2) and the delay between the prospec
tive memory instructions and the prospective memory
cover task (4 min vs. 20 min; Experiment 3).

Theoretical Implications
The results are compatible with general theories of

prospective memory that might be referred to as "activa
tion" views. According to these views, prospective mem
ory representations exist at a certain level of activation,
and recolJections or reminders increase the level ofacti
vation further (Einstein & McDaniel, 1996; ElJis, 1996;
Mantyla, 1996). Moreover, in these views, reminders in
crease the likelihood that the activation levels of the
prospective memory representations (including the en
coded associative link) wilJ be sufficient to support pros
pective remembering at the time that the target events are
encountered.

A critical factor emphasized in one of the activation
accounts is the association between the target events and
the intended activity (Einstein & McDaniel, 1996; Me
Daniel, 1995). According to this view, activation of this
association is essential for prospective remembering,
and one implication is that reminders must activate this
association in order to be effective. Support for this view
comes from the present finding that the most effective
reminders referred to both the target events and the in
tended activity of the prospective memory task. Remind
ers that referred only to the target events did not improve
prospective memory over that in a control condition with
no reminders. Reminders that referred only to the in
tended activity did improve prospective memory over
that in a control condition, but our questionnaire data in
dicate that this might have been due to the fact that the
action reminders functioned like target +action reminders
for 80% of the subjects. Regardless, reminders that re
ferred only to the intended activity did not improve

prospective memory to the level of reminders that referred
to both the target events and the intended activity.

Our ideas may also provide information about Vortac
et al.'s (1995) finding that presentation ofa cue to facil
itate rehearsal ofa prospective memory task during a re
tention interval did not produce better prospective mem
ory than did a condition without a cue. Their rehearsal
cues appear to have specified the intended activity but not
the target events and thus support our conclusion that pre
senting action reminders alone might not benefit pros
pective memory (if subjects do not think of the target
events). If the cues had included the critical associative
link between the target events and the intended activity,
the rehearsal (reminder) cues might have been effective.

Our results are also consistent with a neuropsycho
logical model of prospective memory (McDaniel, 1996;
McDaniel, Robinson-Riegler, & Einstein, 1998) that is
based in part on Moscovitch's (1994) neuropsychological
account of associative memory. According to Moscov
itch's account, the hippocampal system accomplishes as
sociative memory tasks by first encoding an association
between a target and a response. When the target is pre
sented at test, ifthere is sufficient interaction, or ecphory
(Semon, 1904, cited in Tulving, 1983) between the tar
get and the memory trace, the hippocampal system au
tomaticalJy evokes the association between the target and
the response so that the response can be given. If there is
not sufficient ecphory, the hippocampal system does not
evoke the association. The relation to prospective mem
ory is apparent. An association is formed between a pro
spective memory target event and an intended action (in
much the same way that an association is formed between
a target and a response in a retrospective associative mem
ory task). At test, the target event is presented as a cue to
perform the intended action. The hippocampal or associa
tive memory system is thought to evoke automatically the
association between the target event and the intended ac
tion so that the intended action can be remembered and
performed. According to the model, presentation ofa tar
get + action reminder benefits prospective memory by
reinforcing the encoded association so that the probabil
ity of its being evoked in the presence of the target event
is increased.

One other result is consistent with the conclusion that
to be effective, reminders must activate the target and the
action. In Experiment 2, supplementing the effective
target + action reminder with the instruction to imagine
oneself actually performing the prospective memory
task in the appropriate context did not further improve
prospective memory. This finding underscores the pri
mary importance of the association between the target
event and the intended activity in prospective memory.

The results are inconsistent with the idea that recollec
tions or reminders might benefit prospective memory by
increasing the specificity of the retrieval context (see Ellis,
1996) or by producing a more elaborated representation to
increase the number of potential retrieval cues (cf.
Mantyla, 1996). We attempted to facilitate these possible
functions of reminders by instructing subjects to imagine



themselves performing the prospective memory task in the
context ofthe word puzzle cover task. We thought that this
activity would create a representation more specifically
tied to the retrieval context and/or provide more retrieval
cues (e.g., due to motor encoding; Engelkamp, Zimmer,
Mohr, & Sellen, 1994; see also Koriat, Ben-Zur, & Nuss
baum, 1990). Although Koriat et a1. have provided evi
dence that encoding conditions that foster internal visual
ization ofa task improve retrospective memory, there was
no evidence that reminding subjects of the retrieval con
text and imaging the motor actions benefited prospective
memory (above that achieved by a reminder that focused on
just the target events and the intended activity). Ofcourse,
perhaps our instructions were not effective in increasing
the specificity ofthe retrieval context. Or perhaps subjects
imagined the retrieval context at the expense of thinking
about the target events and the intended activity. Or per
haps all subjects spontaneously imagined the retrieval con
text. The latter possibility is not consistent, however, with
the finding that subjects receiving target reminders appar
ently did not go beyond the information that was presented
in the reminders (Experiments lA, IB, 2, and 3). Further
work with different methods to increase the specificity of
the encoding of the retrieval context during reminders is
needed in order to provide converging tests ofthis possible
function of reminders.

Reminders in Other Prospective Memory Tasks
An experiment by Burkes (1994) suggests possible

conditions under which target-only reminders might pro
duce some benefits. Subjects verified sentences and tried
to remember to press the return key on the computer key
board ifthey ever saw a prospective memory target word
in a sentence. Presenting the target word briefly (for
17 msec) two sentences prior to the sentence containing
the clearly visible prospective memory target word (to
which the subjects had been instructed to respond) im
proved prospective memory in comparison with control
conditions in which either a neutral cue ("XXXX") or no
cue was presented. To the extent that this 17-msec pre
sentation of the target word served as a reminder, the re
sults suggest that presenting target reminders can bene
fit prospective memory under certain conditions.

There are a number of differences between Burkes's
(1994) experiment and our experiments that might be re
sponsible for the different effects. His cover task (sentence
verification) demanded semantic or conceptual process
ing, whereas many researchers believe that our cover tasks
(word fragment completion and anagram solution) de
manded orthographic or perceptual processing. In addi
tion, Burkes's experiment involved presenting a single
target word (not an explicit reminder) for a very short time
(for 17 msec), whereas our experiments involved remind
ing subjects about the target words (and in one experi
ment the target words were actually presented) for a rel
atively long time (for either 5 or 15 sec). Any of these
factors, or others, such as the delay between the prime or
the reminder and the target event, could be responsible
for the different effects. We note them here mainly to
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point out that further work will be necessary in order to
illuminate the reasons for the differences in findings.

The present experiments all involved event-based pros
pective memory tasks, in which subjects responded to the
occurrence of a target event (e.g., a target word). It has
been suggested that time-based prospective memory
tasks, in which subjects respond at a particular target time
or after a particular amount oftime has elapsed, are more
challenging than event-based prospective memory tasks,
because subjects must monitor the passage of time, and
not just monitor for the occurrence ofan event (Einstein
et aI., 1995). One untested possibility is that target-only
reminders (e.g., presenting the target time as a reminder)
might produce some benefits on more difficult time
based prospective memory tasks, even though they did
not produce benefits on our event-based prospective
memory task.

Practical Implications
Several possible caveats about the practical implica

tions of our results are (1) that our results were obtained
via laboratory experiments, not real-world settings, (2) that
our stimuli and our task might be considered artificial in
comparison with more real-world stimuli and tasks, and
(3) that our prospective memory tasks and our target-ac
tion associations might be considered arbitrary or non
meaningful in comparison with more real-world tasks
and associations (but in our minds, no mere so than tying
a string around a finger to remind oneselfof something).
With these caveats in mind, we note some implications
for the practical issue of what types of reminders are ef
fective in real-world prospective remembering. The re
sults suggest that an effective reminder must specify both
the target events and the intended activity of the prospec
tive memory task. To the extent that specification of the
target events evokes remembering of the intended activ
ity, specification of the intended activity might not be
necessary. Likewise, to the extent that specification of the
intended activity evokes remembering ofthe target events,
specification of the target events might not be necessary.
However, often it cannot be guaranteed that remembering
the target events will evoke remembering ofthe intended
activity and that remembering the intended activity will
evoke remembering of the target events. For this reason,
the most effective reminders are those that specify both
the target events and the intended activity. For example,
a person might intend to give a friend a message when he
or she sees the person at work. Our data imply that peri
odically rehearsing the name of the friend, or the fact that
one has to give a message, throughout the day, are not
the best ways to remind oneselfof the prospective mem
ory task. Instead, a better way is to rehearse both the
name of the friend and the fact that one also has to give
the friend a message. The results of Experiment 2 suggest
that further specification of the context for the prospec
tive memory task is unnecessary. That is, it might not be
necessary to remind oneself to give the message to the
friend specifically during the day at work. Effective re
hearsal or reminding appears to be that which increases
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the likelihood that the appearance ofa target event auto
matically evokes remembering of the intended activity,
and that appears to be rehearsal or reminding that focuses
on both the target event and the intended activity.
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NOTES

1. In an event-based prospective memory task, subjects are asked to
do something whenever a particular target event (e.g., the word rake)
occurs in the cover task. In a time-based prospective memory task, sub
jects are asked to do something at a particular time (e.g., at 3:00 p.rn.)
or after a particular amount oftime has elapsed (e.g., after 5 min) in the
cover task.

2. For Experiment IA, there was no difference between a lenient and
a strict scoring criterion. For Experiment 1B, 3 subjects responded cor
rectly using a lenient criterion but incorrectly using a strict criterion.
This resulted in prospective memory scores ofM = .44 (not condition
alized on anagram solution) and M = .59 (conditionalized on anagram
solution) in the no-reminder control group (with SD = .38 and SD =
.46, respectively) and prospective memory scores ofM = .31 (not con
ditionalized) and M = .45 (conditionalized) in the reminder group (with
SD = .35 and SD = .48, respectively). Consistent with the analysis
using the lenient criterion, using a strict criterion, there was not a signif
icant difference between the groups on either measure of prospective
memory (both Fs < I).

3. For Experiment 2,14 subjects responded correctly using a lenient
criterion but incorrectly using a strict criterion. This resulted in prospec
tive memory scores of M = .33 (SD = .43) in the control condition,
M = .20 (SD = .40) in the target reminder condition, M = .77 (SD =

.40) in the target + action reminder condition, and M = .53 (SD = .45)
in the target + action + context reminder condition. Consistent with the
analysis using a lenient criterion, using a strict criterion, there was a sig
nificant effect of the type of reminder on prospective memory
[F(3,77) = 7.49,MSe = .18].

4. We changed the intended activity from circling the target words to
pressing the FlO key when a target word appeared, so that the reminders
that referred to the desired action did not have to refer to the target words.

5. For Experiment 3, the computer only recorded the prospective
memory response if subjects pressed the FlO key. No other alternative
response was recorded, which means that the prospective memory data
reflect a strict response criterion.
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